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Symmetric Dicke states represent a class of genuinely entangled multipartite states with superior5

resistance to loss and entanglement characteristics even for low fidelity. A scalable and resource6

intensive method is proposed using hybrid spatio-temporal encoding using only linear optics for7

generation of all symmetric Dicke states for both atomic and photonic qubits. Compared to purely8

spatial encoding, this method shows orders of magnitude improvement in success probability while9

also reducing the hardware complexity by a factor N for N qubits. This scheme will allow scalable10

entanglement generation of distant qubits.11

PACS numbers: 03.65.Ud 03.67.Bg 03.67.-a 32.90.+a 42.50.Dv12

I. INTRODUCTION13

In his seminal paper on cooperative spontaneous emis-14

sion by two-level systems [1], Dicke first described how15

large number of dipole emitters could be made to be-16

have in a correlated and coherent way via coupling to a17

common light field. This cooperative quantum states of18

emitters are now known as Dicke states. These states19

thus represent a possibility where distant emitters may20

show cooperative behaviour even though they are not di-21

rectly interacting with each other. In a spin-1/2 system,22

Dicke states are defined as the simultaneous eigenstates23

of both the total spin operator Ŝ2 and its z-component24

Ŝz [1].25

Besides showing interesting properties like superradi-26

ance [2] and spin-squeezing [3], a certain class of Dicke27

states known as symmetric Dicke states have shown to28

have interesting properties for quantum information like29

multipartite entanglement, which is a valuable resource30

for several quantum information protocols and quantum31

computation algorithms. In particular some symmet-32

ric Dicke states, which also include W-states, have been33

shown to display properties of genuine entangled mul-34

tipartite states [4]. Additionally, their entanglement is35

robust under particle loss compared to GHZ states. For36

example, it has been shown that for a three qubit sys-37

tem, the W state retains maximal bipartite entanglement38

when any one of the three qubits is traced out [5], un-39

like for the GHZ state. It has also been shown that the40

required fidelity to detect genuine multipartite entangle-41

ment for large symmetric Dicke states is around 1/2 [4],42

unlike for W states.43

Several entanglement generation schemes have been44

suggested in the past for entangling two atoms ([6–9])45

as well as for entangling large macroscopic ensembles46

([10, 11]). These schemes rely on applying a feedback to47

the systems for certain measurement outcomes and are48

probabilistic. In particular, several proposals to generate49

Dicke states have been discussed in literature. Reference50
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[12] for example, uses realization of trapped ions using51

an adiabatic process, while [13] discusses creating Dicke52

states using detection of single photons from a cavity and53

can be used to create Dicke states of multiple atoms in-54

side a cavity. Ref [14] discusses a way to create Dicke55

states in the circuit QED framework in the ultrastrong56

coupling regime. References [15, 16] are particularly in-57

teresting as they discuss a theoretical proposal for cre-58

ating all the symmetric Dicke states using only linear59

optics. This work relies on using far field detection of60

photons emitted by a group of emitters by placing detec-61

tors in a certain way and eliminating the Welcher-Weg62

information to project the emitters into symmetric Dicke63

states. Reference [17] also discusses a scheme based on64

linear optics and classical interference on a detector to65

remove which-path information and use it to create a 266

qubit entangled state. Reference [18] discusses an inter-67

esting scheme to entangle 2 qubits using redundancy and68

measurements on a mutually unbiased basis. Even if an69

entanglement generation using a 2 qubit gate fails, the70

qubits are not destroyed because of redundancy and the71

gate operation can be implemented till it succeds. Al-72

though this scheme has the potential for deterministic73

entanglement, it still relies on sequential implementation74

of several probabilistic 2 qubit gates, which means de-75

coherence of qubits could be an issue. The scheme dis-76

cussed in this work, though probabilistic, can be used to77

create multipartite entanglement in a single coincidence78

measurement.79

Experimentally a eight qubit W state has been pre-80

pared with trapped ions inside a single cavity[19]. Exper-81

imental generation of six-photon Dicke states has been82

shown in references [20, 21] with fidelities of 65% and83

56% respectively where SPDC crystal in a cavity was84

used and pumped with femtosecond pulses. A three qubit85

W state with a high fidelity of 91% was obtained using86

trapped ions in reference [22], where quantum Zeno dy-87

namics was used to engineer the evolution of the system.88

This method might eventually lead to deterministic gen-89

eration of entangled Dicke states although it relies on90

trapping of several atoms or ions in a single cavity with91

the ability to perturb every emitter individually, which is92

experimentally very challenging. Also, this method relies93
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Non-scalable implementation of matrix in equation 7. (b) Scalable implementation of a NxN non-
unitary matrix using using 2Nx2N unitary matrix which can be implemented using beam splitters and phase shifters. Polarizers
at the end can be used to select a particular symmetric Dicke state as discussed in text

on direct interaction of all the ions, while in the methods94

discussed in the manuscript allows the entanglement of95

distant emitters with no direct interaction. In this article96

we propose an approach where we can create all the sym-97

metric N-qubit Dicke states using gates based on linear98

optics elements using spatial and hybrid spatio-temporal99

encoding approach. Besides just relying on linear optics100

elements like beam-splitters and phase shifters, this ap-101

proach can be implemented using an integrated optics102

platform using waveguides or optical fibres, unlike for103

the approach used in Ref [15]. This allows for dedicated104

cavities being used for individual emitters which can be105

used to efficiently collect and direct photons towards in-106

dividual dedicated fibres. Approaches using multiports107

like in reference [23] have been proposed in the past to108

create W-states. However, these methods fail for certain109

values of N. For example for N=6 and N=12, W state110

generation is not permitted due to destructive quantum111

interference. The proposed method does not suffer from112

this limitation and maybe used to generate all the sym-113

metric Dicke states and not just the W states. Moreover,114

the possibility of using this approach in an integrated115

optics platform opens the prospect of producing multi-116

partite entangled states for quantum emitters of differ-117

ent kinds (like different quantum dots which are not usu-118

ally identical or different species of ions) using intermedi-119

ate quantum frequency conversion processes in waveguide120

based devices[24–29]. In the next sections we first discuss121

a scheme to generate Dicke states based on multiports122

and spatial encoding. Then we propose and demonstrate123

an approach based on hybrid spatio-temporal encoding124

which greatly increases the success rate for entanglement125

generation while significantly reducing the resource and126

the hardware complexity overhead, instead relying on127

fast switches. In the end we discuss how all the discussed128

approaches may be used to generate photonic symmetric129

Dicke states using single photon sources.130

II. THEORY131

A general symmteric Dicke state is usually written as:132 ∣∣∣∣N2 ,m
〉

=(
N

N
2 +m

)−1/2∑
k

Pk(
∣∣11, 12, ..., 1N/2+m, 01, 02, ..., 0N/2−m

〉
)

(1)

133

where N is the number of qubits and m~ is the eigen-134

value of Ŝz for this state. We first look at the case of a135

4-qubit system. We model our qubit as a lambda system136

as shown in Figure 1(a). Every transition corresponds137

to a different polarisation for an emitted photon. For138

example we could consider the transition to state |g1〉139

corresponding to a |H〉 for the emitted photon and |g2〉140

to the |V 〉 photon. Also |g1〉 corresponds to |0〉 and |g2〉141

corresponds to |1〉 in the above equation. A typical mul-142

tiport approach to create 4-qubit system would be to use143

a 4x4 unitary matrix with 4 input and 4 output ports. In144

front of every output port one would have a polarizer to145

select the polarization of the output photon. One would146

then look at various coincidences to project the 4-qubits147

into different states. A 4x4 symmetric unitary matrix in148

the spatial basis is given by:149

1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2
1/2 i/2 −1/2 −i/2
1/2 −1/2 1/2 −1/2
1/2 −i/2 −1/2 i/2

 (2)150

Now suppose a†Hn and a†V n are the input operators and151

b†Hn and b†V n are the output operators where n is the port152

number and we look at the situation where we detect a153

H photon in ports 1,2 and a V photon in the ports 3,4.154

Therefore we look at the output state155

b†H1b
†
H2b
†
V 3b
†
V 4 |0〉 (3)156

Converting these operators into the input operators we157

obtain the following terms considering only those terms158
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with 1 photon in each port.159

a†H1a
†
H2a

†
V 3a

†
V 4(1 + i)(1 + i) + a†H1a

†
H4a

†
V 2a

†
V 3(1 − i)(1 − i)

+ a†V 1a
†
V 4a

†
H2a

†
H3(i− 1)(i− 1)

+ a†V 1a
†
V 2a

†
H3a

†
H4(1 + i)(1 + i)

(4)

160

This is equivalent to projecting the 4 qubits into the161

state:162

1

2
(|g11g12g23g24〉 − |g11g22g23g14〉 − |g21g12g13g24〉+

|g21g22g13g14〉)
(5)

163

The terms164

a†H1a
†
H3a

†
V 2a

†
V 4, a

†
V 1a

†
V 3a

†
H2a

†
H4 (6)165

cancel out due to destructive interference. Hence the166

projected state in equation 5 is not the symmetric Dicke167

state. We thus see that with the symmetric unitary mul-168

tiport approach it is not possible to obtain all the sym-169

metric Dicke states. We can see that to obtain all the170

symmetric Dicke states, the ideal transformation matrix171

would be for the 2 qubit case:172

1√
2

[
1√
2

1√
2

1√
2

1√
2

]
(7)173

and for the 4 qubit case174
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 (8)175

However, these are not unitary matrices and it is not176

straightforward to implement them using standard uni-177

tary multiports. The ideal way to implement this matrix178

would be to use an approach as shown in Figure 1(a).Of179

course it would be necessary that the path lengths from180

every source to every detector are all equal so that there181

are no phase differences. However, we see that this re-182

quires N inputs and N2 outputs and quickly becomes183

impractical to implement and is not scalable.184

We instead use another approach and embed these185

non-unitary matrices of size N ×N into unitary matrix186

of size 2N × 2N . This can be done using the following187

theorem. Suppose we want to implement the non-unitary188

square matrix A of order N×N , then the unitary matrix189

of order 2N × 2N is given by [30]:190 [
A (In −AA†)1/2

(In −A†A)1/2 −A†
]

(9)191

where the spectral norm of A ≤ 1. Using this theorem,192

we construct unitary matrices of size 2N with required193

embedded non-unitary matrix of size N and use the fact194

that all the sources and the detectors are in the first N195

input ports. The matrices for N = 4 is given by196

1

4



1 1 1 1 3 −1 −1 −1
1 1 1 1 −1 3 −1 −1
1 1 1 1 −1 −1 3 −1
1 1 1 1 −1 −1 −1 3
3 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1
−1 3 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1
−1 −1 3 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1
−1 −1 −1 3 −1 −1 −1 −1


(10)197

Using the approach in ref [31], we can construct a linear198

optical circuit as shown in Figure 1(b). We now see why199

with this method we can generate all the symmetric Dicke200

states using the transformation matrix as in equation 10.201

On detecting k photons in state |H〉 and N − k photons202

in state |V 〉, the input state is projected into the state203

1

C
(a†H1 +a†H2 + ..+a†HN )k(a†V 1 +a†V 2 + ..+a†V N )(N−k) |0〉

(11)204

where C is a suitable normalization factor. We can see205

why the above term gives symmetric Dicke states. We206

only consider terms where there is only 1 photon in each207

port and use the theorem for multinomial expansion.208

(x1 +x2 + ..+xm)n =
∑

k1+..+km=n

n!

k1!k2!..km!
xk11 x

k2
2 ..x

km
m

(12)209

In our case where we want to detect 1 photon in each210

channel, each of k1, k2..km can be 0 or 1 since each chan-211

nel will have a photon with either H or V polarizations.212

Hence the coefficient after the summation sign in the213

above equation will be the same for all terms , which will214

be k! for H polarizations and (N−k)! for V polarizations.215

From this we see that each term with N photons has the216

same amplitude coefficients. Also the total number of217

terms is (number of combinations) which is basically just218

the number of ways in which k photons in |H〉 can be219

chosen from N .220
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Schematic for hybrid spatio-temporal
approach. A lens can be used to focus light from various
channels into a single spatial modes on each detector

221

222

The current approach uses O((2N)2) beam splitters223

whereN is the number of qubits in the Dicke state. While224

using this method the production of Dicke states is now225
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scalable, it would be desirable to improve the probability226

of N−fold conincidences at the output, which is currently227

(N !)2 1
N2N for N identical input photons where 1/N is228

the maximum amplitude for a single photon in the input229

to reach a particular detector, which is limited by the230

spectral norm as required by theorem in equation 9.231

FIG. 3. (Color online) Coincidence rates for different schemes
using expressions given in text. The y-axis plots the log-base
10 of the calculated rate in Hz.232

233

We now consider an approach using time-bins and234

switching where we significantly enhance the probabil-235

ity of success while also reducing the hardware complex-236

ity significantly. This approach uses only delay lines, a237

switch and time-bin encoding to efficiently generate all238

symmetric Dicke states. This scheme is based on the239

schematic shown in Fig. 2. The input switch is used to240

guide emitted photons from N different emitters sequen-241

tially into N different channels. Each channel consists of242

a single delay line splitter whose splitting ratio is a func-243

tion of time given by U(t) [32]. The delay line introduces244

a delay of time δt. The switch changes state in time less245

than δt. For example for case of N emitters, the state of246

a single photon in any given channel will be given by247

|ψi〉 = (
1√
N

)

N−1∑
j=0

|1〉jδt (13)248

where jδt correspond to different time-bins. To get a249

symmetric superposition in the time-bins for say the case250

of N = 4, the splitters in each spatial port should have251

the following unitary transformations,252 [
1
2

√
3

2√
3

2
−1
2

]
,

√ 2
3 −

√
1
3√

1
3

√
2
3

 ,
√ 1

2 −
√

1
2√

1
2

√
1
2

 , [0 1
1 0

]
(14)253

at intervals of time less than δt. However, at this stage254

it is still possible to identify which photon is in which255

time-bin if we place a detector at the end of every spatial256

channel. To get rid of this information we now collect257

photons from each channel and direct them all to a single258

detector, either by means of an optical fiber or by using259

a lens, while making sure optical path length from each260

channel to the detector is the same. This is similar to261

the approach suggested in ref [15], where the authors262

have proposed a scheme of connecting N sources to N263

single photon detectors using N2 optical fibers to get rid264

of the information of the source of a single photon for265

every detector. In our scheme on the other hand we use266

only 2 detectors and 2N optical fibers which connect N267

spatial channels to the 2 detectors corresponding to 2268

different polarizations. Thus now, if the detector detects269

a photon, it cannot identify the source of the photon.270

We now look for events where 1 photon is detected in271

every time-bin. Since photon from each source has an272

equal amplitude to be in every time-bin, the emitters are273

projected into a symmetric Dicke state. Suppose now we274

have a Λ system where each transition also corresponds to275

different polarizations. The detection of a photon in the276

i-th time-bin corresponds to the following unormalized277

projection operator:278

P̂i∆t =

N∑
j=0

|g〉 〈ej | (15)279

where |g〉 can correspond to |g1〉 or |g2〉 depending on280

detection of a |H〉 or |V 〉 photon. After N such detec-281

tions, the N atoms with initial state |e1e2..eN 〉 are pro-282

jected into the various symmetric Dicke states [15] .283

We can implement the detection setup as shown in Figure284

2 where we split the final output into 2 channels using a285

polarizing beam splitter and direct them into 2 different286

single photon detectors. Similar to the cases discussed287

above, by choosing k detections for H polarization and288

N − k detections for V polarization, we can project the289

emitters into various symmetric Dicke states. To charac-290

terize the N-fold coincidence probability, we look at the291

situation where the input is a state with 1 photon of same292

polarization in each of the N ports. For N input photons293

and N time-bins the probability of detecting a photon in294

every time-bin is given by N !
NN . To see this the state after295

the time-bin stage is given by:296

|ψ〉n,tn = (
1√
N

)N (â†1,t1 + â†1,t2 + ..+ â†1,tN )

..(â†N,t1 + â†N,t2 + ..+ â†N,tN )

(16)297

where the creation operator â†n,tn creates a photon in port298

n and time-bin tn and there are N product terms in the299

right side of the equation. By focussing all the spatial300

channels on a single spatial mode on a single detector,301

we effectively get rid of the spatial index in the above302

equation and the output state becomes303

|ψ〉out = (
1√
N

)N (â†t1 + â†t2 +..+ â†tN )..(â†t1 + â†t2 +..+ â†tN )

(17)304

If we expand the right hand side of the equation and305

look at terms corresponding to exactly 1 photon in each306

temporal channel, it can be then seen that probability307

of 1 photon being detected at each time bin is N !
NN . A308

scheme which uses focusing of light from different sources309

on a single detector to get rid of spatial information has310

been shown in reference [17]. However this scheme dis-311

cusses the case of 2 qubits and does not use time-bin312
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FIG. 4. (Color online) (a) Generation of Photon Dicke states in a postselective manner.(b) Heralded generation of photonic
Dicke states using entangled sources

encoding with loop architecture which is vital to the cur-313

rent scheme for hardware scalability for N qubit entan-314

glement. For a practical situation where most single pho-315

ton detectors can only resolve pulses separated by a few316

nanoseconds, for a standard 80 MHz laser, one would317

have to wait N pulse durations before the next set of318

single photons arrive. This would lower down the coinci-319

dence rate to N !
NN+1 . However, with faster single photon320

detectors coming up (picosecond speeds), it should be321

possible to reach the maximum possible coincidence rate322

in the near future. The delay scheme is easier to imple-323

ment in fibers, although ultra low loss delay lines have324

been demonstrated on an on-chip platform as well. GHz325

switching speeds have been demonstrated which should326

be fast enough to switch between pulses separated by a327

few nanoseconds. In addition to providing high success328

probability, this scheme has a very small hardware foot-329

print requiring a N delay lines, N fast switches and 1330

or 2 detectors. Additionally this scheme can be used not331

only for N qubits but for k qubits where k goes from 1 to332

N , with optimal success probability k!
kk+1 for each. This333

can be done by choosing k spatial and time-bin channels334

and adjusting the dynamic U(t) so that an equal super-335

position is created for k time-bins.336

Figure 3 shows the coincidence probability for different337

schemes for a 80 MHz pulse train. The spatio-temporal338

approach gives a much higher coincidence rate compared339

to spatial encoding. We see that by using time bins we340

can increase the coincidence rate significantly (orders of341

magnitude at large N), at the cost of including switches342

and delay lines. In addition compared to the spatial en-343

coding approach where the number of points of interfer-344

ence are O(4N2), the number of interference points is345

limited to O(N). Also one can decide to use fewer (say346

N/2) delay loops with switches while sending photons347

in 2 sets of N/2 at a time, while at the output we can348

separate these 2 sets using a switch adjusting the path349

lengths so that all photons reach the detector at the same350

time. However this will decrease the coincidence rate to351

N !
2NN+1 , but will also reduce the number of active switch-352

ing components and delay lines.353

We can also use this quantum circuit to generate all354

the symmetric Dicke states in photons. Ref [20] uses355

a linear optics approach to generate Dicke states by a356

specially designed SPDC cavity. However, the scheme in357

Figure 4 (a) can be used to obtain all the symmetric Dicke358

states using single photons from a Λ system. Notice the359

polarizers have now been placed in front of the individual360

emitters instead of the detectors. By choosing a definite361

orientation for the input polarizers, one can choose the362

number of |H〉 and |V 〉 photons. However, since our gate363

eliminates the which path information, on detection of364

N photons the output states are entangled. Figure 4(b)365

shows another approach for heralded generation of Dicke366

states using an entangled source. The setup works similar367

to Figure 4(a) except that we can herald the generation368

of Dicke state photons using N photon detections at the369

output. Similarly for the time-bin approach, we can now370

place polarizers in each input channel and remove the371

polarizing beam splitter at the output and use only 1372

detector. On detecting N photons in N time-bins, we373

can project the detected state into a symmetric Dicke374

state. By using an entangled source at the input and375

using the setup as in Fig 4(b), we can also herald the376

generation for symmetric photon Dicke states.377

III. CONCLUSION378

We have shown schemes based on spatial and hy-379

brid spatio-temporal approaches for generation of Dicke380

states. These schemes are realizable in an integrated381

platform using on-chip waveguides or optical fibers and382

are scalable. We have also calculated and shown the de-383

vice complexity and N-photon coincidence probability for384

different schemes. Additionally this scheme allows the385

possibility to use dedicated optical fibers to efficiently col-386

lect photons from each individual emitter, which means387

multiple distant emitters can be entangled. We see that388

the device complexity can be significantly reduced by us-389

ing hybrid spatio-temporal approach ((O(N)) beam split-390

ters compared to (O(4N2)) for spatial encoding and 1 or391

2 detectors compared to N for spatial approach), while392

greatly increasing the success probability (several orders393

of magnitude for large N). These schemes in conjunc-394

tion with single photon sources like trapped ions and395
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quantum dots should efficiently generate large symmetric396

Dicke states with current available technology. We also397

show how these schemes could be used to generate large398

photon Dicke states in both postselected and heralded399

manner. In addition this scheme presents a prominent400

example where hybrid spatio-temporal encoding for inte-401

grated optics offers significant advantages in both speed-402

up and hardware complexity compared to the more used403

spatial encoding.404
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